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Background

• Governance Evaluator principles – affordable & accessible means of 

assessing board performance and director skills  

• Strong focus on providing resources to assist boards in their 

improvement journey 

• Sector sensitive  - we know one size for some governance functions 

does not fit all 

• Strong ethical commitment to focussing on service users who are often 

vulnerable  
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The vulnerable person
In aged care services, we often encounter the vulnerable person.

• Information asymmetries abound

• Loss of significant others is an almost permanent experience for older adults 

• Loss of function through illness and disability are biological reality for older 

adults

• Isolation from family and friends for many older adults is a reality with many 

not receiving visitors ever

• Dependence on the ethics of others is a fact

The vulnerabilities of the older person need to inform our decisions and 

behaviours as board directors, senior executives, clinicians and carers. 
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What does it mean to be vulnerable?

What might be the meaning of growing old for a person? 

Discuss in pairs. 
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Drivers for Customisation 
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We wanted the Governance Evaluator experience for aged card boards to 

respond to their particular policy, legislative, regulatory and ethical environment. 

Important considerations were:

• Growth of the sector

• Consumer Directed Care

• Single Aged Care Quality Framework

• Clinical Governance

•

Community and media interest in the sector



Customisation process
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• We listened to industry 

experts

• Ensured consistency with 

the principles of the 

relevant Federal and State 

based legislation

• Ensured consistency with 

Australian Aged Care 

Quality Agency draft Aged 

Care Quality Standards



What are the changes you have seen in the sector?
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Identify at least three changes you 

have seen in the sector and what 

their impact has been?  

Discuss in pairs.



What is Governance Evaluator
Established in 2013, Governance Evaluator is a cloud-based solution enabling 

governing bodies to assess and build their governance capabilities

Fully supported by a 

Customer Care team
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• Foundational solution for strong governance

• Diagnostics – questionnaire, reviews and director 
skills and development matrix

• Dynamic dashboards and interactive results

• Action Plan development  and result tracking

• Comprehensive resources

• Downloadable reports

• Trending and benchmarking

• Sector specific content for guaranteed relevance



How we help

We build governance 

capabilities through a 

proven annual process 

which takes you from not 

knowing what you don’t 

know, to knowing what 

you don’t know and finally 

knowing what you know. 

The process can be Chair 

led, but for extra support 

and rigour customers can 

opt to work with one of our 

sector specific governance 

expert independent 

conveners.
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Board Evaluation

Module 1: Strategic Direction

Module 2: Risk Management & Compliance

Module 3: Finance

Module 4: Governance of Clinical Care

Module 5: Governance Relations

Module 6: Board Composition

Module 7: Board Process

Module 8: Stakeholder Engagement

Module 9: Continuous Improvement & Review

Module 10: Sector Specific Content – if required

Our Board Evaluation questionnaire assesses the governance capabilities of the 

collective board, forming the basis for a customised Action Plan to develop 

each board and committee members’ skill set. The questionnaire covers the 9 

key areas for good governance, plus has the option of a 10th module which can 

be customised to each sector.
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Dashboards

Questionnaire 
completion 

progress

Engagement

Action Plan 
completion 

status

Group & 

Individual
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Questionnaire

Educational 
introduction to 

every module 

and question 

provides context

Useful response 
options & the 

ability to record 

personal 

comments
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Results

Interactive 
traffic light 

report – allows 

drill-thru for 

further details

Group & 
Individual level

Historical Results 
for trending

Downloadable 
Reports
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Action Plan following recommendations 

Add 4-6 focus areas to 

your Action Plan

Group & 

Individual level

Downloadable 

report

Assign 
responsibility 

and link to 

available 
resources
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Action Plan -detailed
Assign responsibility, due 

dates and link to available 

resources
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Resources
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Comprehensive, 
sector relevant, 

manuals, policies, 

checklists & 
frameworks

Download any 

resource to use 
as a template for 

your board

Webinars 

from 
governance 

and sector 
experts



Director Development & Skills Matrix

Module 1: Professional Director Skills

Module 2: Sector Specific Skills

Module 3: Culture

Module 4: Contribution

Module 5: Governance Development

It is critical that a board is comprised of directors who collectively have the 

skills, knowledge and experience to effectively govern and direct an 

organisation. Our Development & Skills Matrix questionnaire is used to assess 

the individual director and overall board skills. This is essential for effective 

succession planning and director recruitment.  The questionnaire covers 5 key 

modules to assess skills.
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Results –Development & Skills Matrix
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Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Modules targeted for customisation: 

Module 1 Strategic Direction - Trends and issues in aged care services

Module 4 Governance Of Clinical Care 



Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Module 1 Strategic Direction - Trends and issues in aged care services

• Aged care is a highly regulated service and participants need to be responsive to these 

sources of regulation and high levels of media interest reflective of community 

concern about the care of vulnerable older Australians. 

• Directors need to take a lively interest in the demographic, policy and community 

views of the sector. It is a sobering fact that 40% of residents in aged care facilities 

receive no visitors http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-25/aged-care-residents-

suffering-from-loneliness,-ken-wyatt-says/9085782 and as such are among our most 

vulnerable members of the community. 

• There are also consumer sub-populations that may also have heightened levels of 

vulnerability such as consumers from culturally and linguistically diverse (AALD) 

groups, young people in nursing homes and members of the LGBTIQ community. 

https://www.gen-agedcaredata.gov.au/ is an excellent source of data issue and trends 

that directors can readily access to keep abreast of these and many other issues 

affecting the delivery of safe quality aged care services.



Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Module 4: Leading clinical safety & quality 

Purpose to provide quality safe aged care services 

- In Vision and Strategic Direction

Right Committees and leadership in place 

- Quality/Clinical Governance, 

- Consumer Advisory Committee or equivalent

Safety and Quality Plan 

Skilled, knowledgeable & independent directors 



Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Module 4: Leading a safety and quality culture

Culture is ‘what really happens around here’.
Board lead culture:

- share responsibility execs, staff, clinicians, consumers

Review qualitative and quantitative activities
- Walk arounds, consumer stories, presentations

Celebrate clinical excellence



Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Module 4: Genuinely partnering with consumers

Aged care is undergoing an important reform with the increasing 
involvement of consumers.

‘The advent of Consumer-Directed Care (CDC) in Australian 
Residential Aged Care Facilities (RACFs) will require a revolutionary 
change in the service delivery mind-set’ (p7:2017, Institute for Health 
and Ageing and the Australian Catholic University, Older and Wiser: 

Putting the Consumer’s Voice at the Centre of Residential Aged Care).

Change in status from ‘care recipient’ to ‘consumer’.

Encourage and support having a consumer voice at the centre of 
service delivery planning, design, delivery and evaluation. 



Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Module 4: Staff safely delivering care

Enabled to work, in a manner which minimises the risk of harm to 

consumers and themselves and that maximises the likelihood of safe, 

quality care outcomes.

The Single Aged Care Quality Framework requires organisations to 

monitor the performance of staff responsible for consumer care –

underperformance represents risk to consumer care and community 

confidence. 



Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Module 4: Safety and quality systems

• The Board, through its Safety and Quality Committee, or equivalent: 
Safety and Quality Framework that outlines the structures, 

responsibilities, accountabilities, measurements and reporting 

requirements at all levels of the organisation that support safe, quality 

care provisions to consumers.

• Safety and Quality Committee (or equivalent): appropriately skilled 

directors and a Chair who is highly skilled and knowledgeable about 

safety and quality in aged care.

• Safety and Quality is effectively exchanging relevant information with 
other board committees; for example, with the Audit and Risk Committee.



Focus on customised modules for Aged Care 
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Module 4: Judging Safety and Quality

• Credible data/evidence based decision making

• Directors skilled for data analysis

• Business decisions taking into account quality and safety



Accredited Aged Care Sector Conveners
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Our accredited aged care industry conveners are experts in governing clinical 

care.

Fi Mercer

Governance Evaluator founding director & CEO

MBA - Major Governance and Ethics, GAICD, Grad Dip Impact Leadership

Jodie Willmer

CEO, Travellers Aid Australia

Previously worked for Council on the Ageing Victoria.

Janet Farrow OAM

BSW, MBA, Grad. Dip. Law, Churchill Fellow, Williamson Fellow, GAICD



Accredited Aged Care Sector Conveners
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Our accredited aged care industry conveners are experts in governing clinical 

care.

Greg Pullen

FCPA, FAICD

Former CEO of Northern Health and Villa Maria Catholic Homes.

Kate Barlow

Health and community services executive

Recent role as Deputy Chief Executive of Western Victoria PHN 

Alison Brown

BSc, BAppSc, MPH, GAICD

Consultant - Alison Brown Consulting - Director, Darebin Community 

Health, Graduate Researcher University of Melbourne



Independent Convening
Packages Inclusions

Full Fully facilitated board evaluation process with a governance expert including:

• Desktop review
• Confidential individual director interviews

• Recommendations Report

• Board Planning session

• Final evaluation report including action plan

Partial -

Discoveries

Partial facilitated process including:

• Desktop review
• Confidential individual director interviews

• Recommendations Report

Partial -

Insights

Partial facilitated process including:

• Meeting with Chair/CEO to review results and identify focus areas for discussion at Board 
Planning session

• Facilitated Board Planning session to analyse & discuss the results with the board

• Final report with action plan

Other Other packages are available upon request to suit any need or budget
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Conclusion
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The aged care sector will be of 

increasing importance in the 

Australian Community. 

Transparency and ethics in 

Governance will be one of the keys to 

providing good quality care that 

protects the rights and interests of 

older Australians. 

Governance Evaluator wants to work 

with the aged care sector to continue 

to refine our approach to your sector. 



Contact Us for a free demonstrations
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solutions@governanceevaluator.com

+61 3 5254 1201

www.governanceevaluator.com

Search: Governance Evaluator



THANK YOU

We look forward to working with you


